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Article 1  

In order to fully explore the academic expertise of the faculty and promote the sharing 

of on-campus and cross-institution teaching, research, service, and counseling 

resources, this university has specifically formulated the Regulation. 

 

Article 2  

Each department (graduate school, center, office) at this university may, based on the 

needs of teaching and research, seek the consents of concerning individuals to appoint 

on-campus faculty at other academic units with relevant expertise fields as joint-

appointed faculty. 

The secondary appointing units handle the matters concerning on-campus joint 

appointment of the faculty and its termination, and shall consult with the major 

appointing units, and with the deliberations and passes of both the teachers’ review 

committees of the major and secondary appointing departments (graduate schools, 

centers, offices), and approved by the president reported from the secondary 

appointing unit. The same will also apply when the major and secondary appointing 

units change. 

The jointly-appointed faculty will be issued the major and secondary appointment 

letters by this university, and the term of secondary appointment is one year per 

appointment in principle, and may be renewed when the term expires in accordance 

with the procedure mentioned in the preceding section. 

 

Article 3  

The relevant matters of evaluation, promotion, sabbatical, secondment, advanced 

study, and errands and so on of the on-campus jointly-appointed faculty at this 

university shall be handled by the major appointing units. But it shall be 

comprehensively considered in conjunction with the opinions of the secondary 

appointing units. 

In order to coordinate with the overall developments of this university, when there are 

any needs for joint appointments of the faculty among various units, and the jointly-

appointed faculty will teach at the major appointing units not more than three hours, 

the secondary appointing unit shall handle the relevant matters mentioned in the 



preceding section. However, if there is any agreement agreed upon otherwise, the 

agreement shall prevail. 

 

Article 4  

In order to handle the matters of services and counseling at this university, the 

administrative units of this university may seek the consents of concerning individuals 

and report to the president for the approval of jointly appointing on-campus faculty at 

the academic units as administrative faculty. Except for the provisions stated in the law 

and regulation otherwise, the rights and obligations of administrative faculty at the 

major and secondary units shall be jointly consulted among the tripartite parties the 

faculty, and the major and the secondary appointing units. 

 

Article 5  

In order to handle the academic exchanges and for the needs of future academic 

research developments, this university may, with the deliberations and passes of three 

levels of the teachers’ review committees, seek the consents of concerning individuals 

and the heads of off-campus academic or research institutions, and then report to the 

president for the approval of jointly appointing faculty or research fellows from 

academic or research institutions as jointly-appointed faculty. Academic or research 

institutions propose to jointly appoint the faculty at this university shall submit the 

application in writing, and reply it after being deliberated by three-level teachers’ 

review committees and approved by the president. 

The off-campus jointly-appointed faculty will be issued the appointment letters by 

both sides, one year per appointment, and can be renewed upon the agreement of 

both sides when the term expires. 

 

Article 6  

With respect to the off-campus jointly-appointed faculty, this university is the major 

appointing side, their rights and obligations shall be handled in accordance with the 

provisions concerning full-time faculty at this university; when this university is the 

secondary appointing side, their rights and obligations at the appointing units of this 

university shall be stipulated after consulted with each other the said unit and the 

major appointing academic or research institutions. 

 

Article 7  

Matters not covered in this Regulation shall be handled in accordance with the 

provisions of this university and other relevant laws and regulations. 

 



Article 8  

This Regulation has been passed by the executive council and reported to the 

president for promulgation and implementation, and the same will also apply to 

amendments. 
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